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Ex-CIA Official Proposes Assassination of Putin
Former intelligence official wants sanctions against Russia to lead to the
removal of Putin, "with a bullet hole in the back of his head" if necessary

By Kit Daniels
Global Research, August 29, 2014
InfoWars 28 August 2014
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In a recent op-ed, a former CIA official suggested the removal of Russian President Vladimir
Putin,  by  assassination  if  necessary,  should  be  the  primary  objective  of  the  Obama
administration in its strategy for Ukraine.

Herbert E. Meyer, who served as a Special Assistant to the Director of Central Intelligence
under the Reagan administration, said the goal of U.S. sanctions against Russia “should be
to get the Russians who’ve been keeping Putin in power, or tolerating Putin in power, to
throw that knockout punch.”

“If Putin is too stubborn to acknowledge that his career is over, and the only way to get him
out of the Kremlin is feet-first, with a bullet hole in the back of his head — that would also be
okay with us,” he stated.

To ensure Putin’s removal,  Meyer suggested, the Obama administration should strike a
wedge between the Russian business elite and the Kremlin that could serve as a catalyst for
an attempt on Putin’s life.

“That’s  why  the  sanctions  will  work  if  the  president  and  his  European
counterparts will keep tightening the screws; if they keep making commerce
more difficult for Russia’s serious business executives, for instance by blocking
their access to capital, and if they keep making life more miserable for Russia’s
playboy oligarchs, for instance by canceling their credit cards and denying
landing rights to their private jets,”

he added.

“And if  the president  and European leaders  keep telling these Russians –
bluntly and publicly – that all this will end the moment Vladimir Putin leaves
the Kremlin for good.”

The  former  CIA  official  is  describing  a  centuries-old  tool  of  statecraft  in  which  a  foreign
power creates discontent between the nobles of another country and their ruler to ensure
the eventual overthrow of that ruler.

But given today’s explosive increase in tensions between Russia and Ukraine, which could
very  well  lead  to  another  world  war,  Meyer’s  suggestion  is  particularly  disturbing
considering is it likely that current Western intelligence officials also share similar views.
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And the destabilization of the Russian government with the loss of Putin will only create
chaos  in  the  East,  chaos  which  can  be  exploited  by  the  global  financial  elite  who  hold  no
allegiance to any nationality.

“Every major international crisis for the past century or more has ended with an even
greater consolidation of world power into the hands of the few, and this is no accident,”
journalist Brandon Smith wrote.
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